
mirasol The continuity of curves and lines and the 
welcoming embrace of a cozy seat meeting 
into the same timeless design, this is Mirasol. 
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Comfort meets timeless elegance into an iconic 
shape: we proudly introduce you to the Mirasol 
lounge chair.

An extensive work both on ergonomics and 
design to achieve the comfort and versatility.

Discover the main features of Mirasol.

We are international in the hearth, we operate through 
our offices in four countries and an ever expanding 
network of production facilities all over the world.
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Enhanced ergonomic and iconic design.

introduction

The sophisticated minimalism of Mirasol is 
the result of a design that finds its essence in 
a pure balance of unbroken lines. The em-
bracing shape of the body shell is a unique 
piece whose surface consists of a continuous 
encounter of curves. The high backrest assu-
res support for the head, while the oversized 
wings on the top and the large flat armrests 
enhances the comfort of the sitting. The sta-
bility provided by the structure of swivel me-
tal legs and the free choice of stretch fabrics 
for the upholstery, they make of Mirasol a 
versatile Lounge chair suitable for furnishing 
both residential and contract interiors.
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A structure made of unbroken lines and curves.

process

The twelve month journey leading to the birth 
of Mirasol was characterized by an extensive 
work on design and a meticulous attention on 
details, both to guarantee the perfect ergono-
mics. After as preliminary phase of sketches 
that aims to create a design that enhances 
the comfort of the sit, our team in Helsinki 
carried out the research and development of 
the prototypes. Being the whole body shell of 
Mirasol a unique piece, it has been fundamen-
tal to find the right materials that could assu-
re the perfect balance between stability and 
lightness of the entire structure. 
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Dimensions and materials of Mirasol.

product overview

mirasol 
by Flexhouse
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category Lounge Chair

materials Foam, Metal, Textile

dimensions height 113 / width 91, depth 91, 
armrest height 45
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Our new office in Warsaw, Poland.

about flexhouse

Since 2012 we bring together design, 
development and manufacturing to make 
from any challenging concept a quality 
product. Through our offices in Warsaw, 
Helsinki, Toronto and London we spread 
our passion for design by researching, de-
veloping and prototyping using the most 
state of the art technology and innovative 
techniques. An ever expanding network 
of over 60 international trusted manu-
facturers ensures that every project, from 
challenging products to limited batch and 
complex processes are brought to reality.
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Cezary Gorzynski and Stefan Mahlberg

the founders

Cezary and Stefan founded FlexHouse 
in 2016 as a result of many years of 
prolific partnership. Coming both from a 
winning experience, Stefan as co-founder 
of One Nordic and Cezary as director 
of production and sourcing at Massiv 
Konzept, they joined the same team 
in 2012, when Fab.com acquired both 
companies, becoming later Hem. Together 
they deepened the understating over 
bold concepts, successful designs and the 
importance of building strong and long 
lasting relationships.



warsaw poland

helsinki finland

toronto canada

london uk

headquarter
Sokratesa 13/premises U17
01-909 Warsaw

warsaw@flexhouse.pl
+ 48 22 295 06 50

development
Metallimiehenkuja 6
02150 Espoo

helsinki@flexhouse.fi
+358 50 528 6758

showroom
6900 Airport Road, Int. Center
L4V1E8 Mississauga ON

toronto@flexhouse.ca
+1 647 383 8520

office
38 Clovelly Road
N8 7RH London

london@flexhouse.pl
+44 7540 739 329


